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 1.Executive Summary 
Companion Coats is an online company that specializes in the sale of high quality coats 

for small size dogs (no bigger than 30 lbs). Companion Coats was founded by Roger Mills about 

three years ago and has continued to be a sole proprietor. Since then, Roger has made a 

collection of sample coats that he is now looking to display in Pet Stores in the North-East region 

of America. So far, only a few sales have been made to family and friends because the company 

is still waiting to officially launch the business. However, in the summer of 2014, Companion 

Coats plans to launch their website and become a company that operates completely online. One 

very unique thing about Companion Coats is that it is a high quality product that is solely made 

in America. This is one thing that drives the company and makes it unique.  

1.1 Mission Statement 
The mission statement for Companion Coats is as follows: To provide ultimate protection 

for man’s best friend as well as provide value to customer’s lives with a quality product. 

Additionally, to create a recognizable brand name that people associate with quality and style 

and to always employ our neighbors. Through this, Companion Coats believes it can be a 

successful company that American’s learn to love and trust.  

2. Product Life Cycle 
Companion Coats is currently in the introduction stage of the product life cycle (See 

Appendix 11.1). This means that the product is currently being introduced to the target market. 

While in this stage, the number of sales will start to see an increase, however profit is still not 

very high. A few reasons why Companion Coats is still in the introduction stage is because they 

are beginning to display the coats at select groomers and pet stores as a way of advertising the 

company. Additionally, they are working on completing the website, which is where most of the 

sales will come from. Overall, Companion Coats is looking to focus their promotional efforts 

towards informing their target market of their company and looking to make a name for 

themselves.  

3. Industry Analysis 

3.1 Pet Store Industry 
The Pet Industry is a large market, which is also expanding. The most rapidly growing 

market segment in the industry is pet products and supplies, which represent 5.5% of the market, 

and brings in approximately $12 billion dollars revenue per year (See Appendix 11.2). However, 

the top 50 stores account approximately 70% of the revenue (Pet & Pet Supply Store, 2014). The 

problem with this is that it does not leave much room for small pet businesses to make a large 

percent of the industry’s profit. According to the American Pet Product Association (APPA), 

Americans spent approximately $47.7 billion on pet products and services in 2012, which is an 

increase of 4.8% over 2011. Since 1988, pet ownership has expanded from 56% of households to 

62%, which is around 71.4 million homes. The reason for this significant growth in pet products 

and supplies is the growing number of Americans who own pets. 

While the superstores and discount stores account for over 50% of U.S. pet supply sales 

volume, many other retailers sell pet supplies. Among these other retailers are supermarkets, 
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discount stores, specialty pet stores, direct mail houses, online retailers, and veterinarians. Pet 

product retailers cater to different demographics, which makes it difficult for a single 

manufacturer to dominate the market. This leaves niche markets for small businesses (like 

Companion Coats) to take advantage of. Overall, this industry is one where there is not a ton of 

demand for new products, but there is definitely a strong demand for products and services (See 

Appendix 11.3).  

Part of the growth in the pet industry comes primarily because more people are buying 

pets. This can be attributed to a number of factors, including increasing awareness of the benefits 

of pet ownership and increasing per capita disposable income. One of the largest groups of 

people that are starting to have pets (dogs specifically) is the baby-boomer generation.  

Revenue is expected to increase at a rate of 2.79% (see Appendix 11.4). Even in the face 

of a recession, the revenue expansion remained strongly positive. According to a market research 

company WSL, 81% of pet owners are spending the same amount or more on their pets despite 

tough economic times.  

3.2 Trends 
One of the latest trends in the pet industry is the idea of treating one’s pet like a child (Pet 

& Pet Supply Store, 2014). This means that the expenses as a pet owner have moved far beyond 

simple food and grooming expenses. Now people start to see their pets as part of their family and 

are willing to spend even during difficult economic times. Pet owners purchase holiday presents, 

designer outfits, and specialty shampoos for their pets. This increased personification of pets has 

resulted in a massive increase in the number of premium products available for pet care. 

Personalized and designer products have also become a trend due to watching many celebrity 

figures do this.  

3.3 Analysis of target market 
The target market we are aiming to sell to is people over the age of 55. One of the main 

reasons for this is because 34% of people over the age of 60 people own a dog (MRI Reporter, 

2012). Additionally, men and women of this age no longer have children living at home. 

Therefore, they are much more likely to spend more money on their pets. Also 49.78% of these 

pet owners have an annual household income of more than $75,000. This means that it is more 

likely they will be able to afford a high end product, such as the coats Companion Coats sells. 

Right now the region Companion Coats is looking to sell in the North-East, specifically the 

Boston area, Cape Cod, New Hampshire, and Southern Maine (see Appendix 11.5 and 11.6).  

While the Northeast does not hold the largest population of dog owners (14.1% of dog owners 

live in the Northeast), it is a prime market because the products are going to be made locally 

(Gravette, Steinman, and Mutchler, 2014). This will attract many customers from select towns 

within this area.  

3.4 Competition 
Being in the dog industry there is a lot of fierce competition. However, with that 

competition comes a total profit of $12 billion dollars per year. To be part of this industry and 

see some sort of profit, the products being sold must be of high quality as well as physically 

attractive to the consumers in order to make them stand out from the hundreds of others on the 

market. Competitors in the pet industry compete with comparable products offered by pet store 

retailers, boutiques and online-only retailers. Competition for the Pet Stores industry is expected 

to increase in 2014, posing a potential threat to the industry. 
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Within the industry, some of the major competitors include Petco and PetSmart for major 

chain brand companies and Doggie Vogue, Motley Mutt, and Wag Outfitters for online 

competition.  

4. Competitive Analysis 
The two major companies that make up a large portion of the pet industry are PETCO 

and PetSmart, which divide the market share as follows: 

4.1 Petco 
Petco is the second largest US retailer of specialty pet supplies. The company boasts 

about 1,300 stores in the all 50 US states, as well as Puerto Rico, and Mexico, making it the only 

pet store to cover the entire US market. The chain sells more than 10,000 pet-related products for 

dogs, cats, fish, reptiles, birds, and other small animals. Petco has an average annual revenue of 

$3.15 billion. 

4.2 PetSmart 
PetSmart is the number one US specialty retailer of pet food and supplies. It operates 

about 1,275 stores in the US, Canada, and Puerto Rico. The retailer also offers a noteworthy 

11,000 products. Products are marketed under national brands and PetSmart's own private labels. 

Unique to PetSmart, its stores provide in-store PetsHotel boarding facilities, grooming services, 

and obedience training. Veterinary services are available, as well, in about 810 shops through pet 

hospital operator Medical Management International. PetSmart has an average annual revenue of 

$6,113 billion and a profit of $290,024 million. 

4.3 Doggie Vogue 
While Petco and PetSmart make up a large portion of the market, there are also smaller 

online-only businesses that are top competitors in the market. One of the first ones is called 

Doggie Vogue. This public company was founded in 2005 and since has grown to have ten 

employees. This company specializes in dog clothes, dog harnesses, dog collars, dog hoodies, 

dog carriers, and dog beds. The company is open 6 days a week. Additionally, Doggie Vogue has 

made a name for themselves by appearing in several magazines such as Modern Dog and Okay.  

4.4 Motley Mutt 
 Another online competitor is Motley Mutt, which is a company that is owned and 

operated by women in Pennsylvania. The majority of these products are made in the US by these 

women; however some select products are made overseas. Motley Mutt promotes their company 

on the high quality products that they ensure. They offer products for dogs of all sizes and types. 

They specialize in backpacks, swim gear, winter coats, boots, bandanas, collars/leashes, etc. 

Some of their coats are on the less expensive side of $25 and some can be priced as high as $117.  

4.5 Wag Outfitters 
 A final online competitor is a company by the name of Wag Outfitters, who sells custom 

fit clothing for dogs. All of these products are made and sold in the United States. This company 

caters to small dogs and prides themselves on the fact that each coat will fit each dog perfectly. 

The main products they sell include: dog coats, leashes, shirts, sweaters, and life vests. The 

prices for these products are on the lower side and range from $34 to $50. A unique thing that 
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this company does is it donates 5% of all sales to Dog Rescue, or any other company that helps 

dogs who need saving.    

5. Marketing Analysis 

5.1 Competitive Advantage  
As previously mentioned, having a product of high quality in this market is key. 

Providing customers with high quality products is a strength of Companion Coats. With the coats 

being made in the United States and being made with leather, this gives the company a 

competitive advantage. There are no other online companies that offer leather coats for dogs that 

are made solely in the United States. Along with the durable material these coats also utilize a 

military grade snap on the front of the coat. The benefit of these snaps is it makes sure the dogs 

leash is securely attached to the coat, even if the dog tries to pull away.  

 Normal dog coats on the shelves of your local Petco and or pet store are made of a cheap 

fabric and also made in china. With these cheap coats that range anywhere from $15 to $30 there 

is also no warranty. With Companion Coats there is a lifetime warranty on all the jackets. 

Another unique feature is in each coat there is harness where the dog can be hooked up to a 

leash. This also makes them to stand out against the competition and demonstrates how the 

company is not just a commodity (see Appendix 11.7).     

 6. Marketing Objectives 

6.1 Product 
For the first year, one of the goals that Companion Coats has is to sell 500 coats. While 

this is vitally important, Companion Coats is also looking to create a brand that people recognize 

and trust, through the high quality of the coats. During the first year, they are also looking to 

employ three to seven people, but still have Roger as a main contributor to the coats (see 

Appendix 11.8).   

6.2 Price 
 One of the main goals for the first year is to keep the price high, specifically at $125. This 

way, Companion Coats will be able to keep the quality at the high level they are hoping to 

achieve. On top of that, Companion Coats will look to keep the cost of manufacturing the coats 

as low as possible (between $59 and $43). During the first year they are also looking to receive a 

line of credit from a credit union, where the loan they receive will be used to further launch the 

business.  

6.3 Place 
 In the first year, Companion Coats is going to look to start to test the product by 

displaying it in selected locations. These locations will include pet stores, veterinary offices, 

groomers, and boutiques. Companion Coats wants to start off by testing the market by going into 

some stores to see how interested potential customers are. Then after making some sales, they 

plan to move the company to being completely online. Currently, Companion Coats is part of an 

online organization called New-Hampshire Made (see Appendix 11.9). This website helps 

support small, locally owned businesses and help them promote the company. This is a great 
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organization for Companion Coats to be a part of during, especially during the introduction 

stage, because it will help communicate to customers that it is a locally made product.  

6.4 Promotion 
 One of the most important goals that Companion Coats has for promotional efforts in the 

first year is to make sure that they communicate to customers that the product is American made 

and will always remain that way. The main way that they are looking to promote the company is 

through the use of social media, especially Facebook (see Appendix 11.10). Companion Coats 

goal is to use social media to get potential customers to their website. From there, the hope is that 

the quality of the products will be what gets customers to end up buying the product.  

7. SWOT Analysis 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Product 

• American made (New Hampshire) 

• Unique product 

 Quality/durable 

 Custom made (choose color of 

leather/stitching) 

• Lifetime guarantee to replace part 

of coat that breaks 

Place 

 Online (can reach a large amount of 

target market quickly) 

 Displaying/testing product in many 

different channels (Vet hospital, 

retailers, groomers) 

Price 

• Priced high due to quality 

• No discounts (degrade brand 

quality) 

Place 

• Online custom made 

product will require time to 

make/receive product vs. 

buying instantaneously in 

competitive retail store 

Promotion 

• Not selling the coats in 

channels (only for display) 

• Small advertising budget 

(Introduction of product life 

cycle) 

 

7.1 Strengths 
Companion Coats has many strengths that will help continue the company towards the 

growth stage of the product life cycle. One major strength is that the product is American made 

(New Hampshire). Part of Companion coat’s mission is to keep our neighbors employed; buying 

products that are American made help the American economy to keep growing and help our 

neighbors earn a living wage. Not only does the fact that the product is “American made” make 

the product unique, but it also serves as a great promotional tool. The fact that the leather coats 

are “American made” add to the quality and purpose for buying the coat in the customer’s mind. 

Another primary strength of the coats is that they are a unique product made with high quality, 

and are custom made. The customer is able to size the coat perfectly to their furry companion, as 

well as choose the color of the leather and the color of the stitching. Each coat also has matching 

colors for the logo patch and leather. Another aspect of companion coats that is a strength for the 

product, is that if any part of the coat is damaged, that particular part of the coat is able to get 
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replaced with a lifetime guarantee. Also, everything is included for the customer, including free 

shipping. The product is already priced highly, therefore free shipping guarantees the customer 

that they are only paying for the quality of the product. 

7.2 Weaknesses 
Considering Companion Coats is in the introduction phase of the product life cycle, there 

are some weaknesses that override the strengths and may prevent the product from the growth 

stage. One major weakness that will affect whether the customer purchases a leather coat or not 

is the price of the coat. The coat is priced at $125.00 on the high end, for its quality design and 

customization. This is not a product that customers will spontaneously buy due to the high price, 

unless they save up for it or are part of the wealthy target market. There also will never be any 

discounts on products from Companion Coats, because discounting may degrade the quality of 

the brand. Companion Coats aims to be recognized as a high quality brand, therefore customers 

will pay highly for the quality of the product. One weakness regarding place is that the product is 

only available online and is a custom made product, therefore the customer will have to wait for 

the product to be customized and constructed versus making a quick buy from a competitive 

retail store. The customer is also waiting for the quality of the product. Lastly, one weakness 

involving promotion is that the coats are not being sold in retail store or any other channels other 

than online. They are being displayed at outside channels, but not for sale. The customer will be 

given an informational pamphlet, and will have to offer online. Consequently, customers may 

throw away the pamphlet and not buy the product unless it is easily available for them to 

purchase. Displaying the product in-stores will get the customer informed and excited, but when 

they learn they can’t buy it spontaneously they might disregard the want for the product. 

 

Opportunities Threats 

Product 

 Pet Insurance  

 Coats for bigger dogs  

 Market research  

Place 

 Create accessible website 

 app 

Promotion  

 Increase us of Facebook 

 Other social media outlets (Twitter, 

Instagram, Pinterest)  

 Utilize QR codes 

 Display sample coats in Veterinarian 

offices  

 Hire someone (in their 20’s) to control 

social media promotion  

 

Product 

 Competition: lot of well known pet 

stores  

Price 

 other places sell similar product 

cheaper 

Place 

 Retail stores 

 Online: might not reach target market 

Promotion 
 Small budget ($200-$300/month)  

 Needs lots of customer awareness  

 

7.3 Opportunities  
 An opportunity for Companion Coats is Mr. Mill’s idea of introducing Companion Coat’s 

own pet insurance once the business is thriving. Expanding the company past material products 
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may be a wonderful opportunity for business once the business gains awareness. Another 

opportunity regarding product is introducing more products to the company in time. For 

example, coats for bigger dogs could be produced as well as accessories for women such as 

clutches. Women could buy a matching color clutch with their leather dog harness, considering 

some women like to match with their dogs to create an overall look. An opportunity for place is 

creating an easily accessible website that is clear and efficient with promoting the Companion 

Coats brand. Having an accessible website with links makes it easier for the customer to 

purchase the product.  An app could also be added where people can purchase it on app stores; 

this would be another easy channel to utilize and would reach many online customers. There are 

also many promotional opportunities for Companion Coats. The business needs awareness and to 

inform customers about the product; utilizing social media is a great way to attract customers. 

There is already a Facebook page for Companion Coats, however it could be improved through 

more updates and opportunities for customers to create buzz about the quality of the product.  

Other social media outlets such as Pinterest, Twitter and Instagram can also help to create 

awareness about the product. Many women use these social media sites and are attracted to the 

latest trends; “Pinning” a picture of a leather harness on Pinterest is a great way to create 

consumer awareness to females about trendy and quality dog coats, considering the site updates 

users about styles and the latest trends and products. Another idea for opportunity is utilizing QR 

codes. The QR code would be a bar code on a slip of paper that potential customers would 

receive in stores where the coat is being displayed that they could scan from their iPhone and 

direct them to the website. This is a clever idea for customers to easily access the website 

efficiently and gain awareness. Along with displaying the coats in small boutiques and retail 

stores, Companion Coats could be displayed at veterinarian hospitals (Animal Hospital of 

Nashua), dog groomers, or even dog kennels/doggie daycares. There are many different channels 

where the coats could be potentially promoted, it is a matter of promoting the coats in areas 

where the target market is located. One last option for promoting Companion Coats is to hire a 

young adult around their 20’s to help promote social media. Many small businesses fail because 

there is no time to constantly utilize and update social media while running the entire business. 

Therefore, as well as helping with time management, a young individual can provide new insight 

on how to promote the brand equity using social media. Social media is a great way to promote 

the brand equity in consumer’s minds involving the quality of the product, especially if the 

product receives reviews from loyal customers. Social media, especially through the Company 

website will help in developing a strong brand name. 

7.4 Threats 
One major threat to Companion Coats is the fact that there is a lot of competition. There is not a 

lot of well-known online dog boutiques, but there are a lot of well-known retail stores that 

threaten to take online customers away from companion coats. Most prices in retail stores such 

as Pet Smart and Petco have significantly cheaper dog coats and supply for a larger target market 

using target pricing, whereas Companion Coats uses prestige pricing to attract quality and status 

oriented consumers. One major threat involving place is that considering the only method of 

buying the product is online, social media may not inform the older target market (65+) as well 

as the younger target market. The older generation may not utilize the internet as much as the 

younger generation, therefore basing the company only online may cause difficulty reaching the 

older target market. Also, one threat involving promotion is that the company is in the 

introduction phase and needs a lot of consumer awareness. There are many established pet retail 

stores already in the maturity phase. Considering their brand name is already well known, 
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consumers may shop at brand established competitive retail stores. Another threat for promotion 

is that Companion Coats has a small advertising budget around $200 to $300 per month. The 

only advertising that is going to be cost efficient for the business is social media, which may not 

inform all of the target market.  

7. Sales Forecast 

7.1 Break-Even Analysis  
 In order for Companion Coats to break even, they are going to have to sell 142 coats. The 

logic behind this is as follows: Total fixed costs for the company consist of the loan the company 

recently took out of $25,000. The total variable costs would be on the high end of $58.51 (for 

one coat to be made). Keeping the current price of $125 the formula would look as follows:  

$25,000/$125-$58.51 

= 377  

=377 coats  

This means that after Companion Coats sells 141 they are going to break even and then start 

making a profit.  

7.2 Profit Margin  
As for the profit margin, with the cost remaining at $125, for each coat sold, Companion Coats 

would make a profit of about $75. This means that the profit margin would be around 61%.  

However, if the cost per coat is $100, then Companion Coats will make a profit of $49 on each 

coat. The profit margin for this price would then be 51% 

8. Implementation Plan 

8.1 Product  
 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

 Keep leather jackets  Look to implement 

denim jackets  

 Introduce matching 

accessories 

 Handbags, leather 

leashes, leather collars, 

etc.  

Based on the analysis above, there are several ideas that we suggest Companion Coats 

follows over the course of the next three years, in order to become a successful company. For 

year 1, we suggest that they stick to offering just leather coats. In the following year, if sales are 

good we think that Companion Coats should look to implement another line of coats, specifically 

denim. This way, they would be able to expand their target market to customers that live in 

warmers areas of the country and do not need to warmth of the leather coat. Not only would this 

expand the target market, but it would also create opportunites for an increase in revenue and 

profits. In the third year, we suggest that Companion Coats should introduce matching 

accessories to go along with the coats. Some potential ideas include handbags, leather leashes, 
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  Display coats in Southern Main 

Boutiques 

 American Made promotion  

 Display coats in Boston 

 Sell coats in channels 

(10%) 

leather collars, etc. We believe this idea could bring in additional profit because it would 

continue to bring back customers who had already purchased a coat.  

8.2 Price 
 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
 Sell 100 coats 

 Keep price at $125  

 Sell 250 coats 

 Try to keep price same-if 

need to drop, no lower than 

$100  

 Sell 500 coats 

 Lower prices for new 

product line 

 Offer combo deals for coats 

and accessories  

In terms of pricing, we believe that a more attainable goal for the first year of the 

business would be to sell 100 coats. Part of the reason for this is because it is going to take some 

time for Companion Coats to make a name for themselves. Additionally, with the cost being on 

the higher side, this will not be an impulse buy. Customers are going to give this some thought 

before purchasing a coat. However, we still believe that in terms of pricing that Companion 

Coats should look to keep the price at $125, in order to still achieve the high quality look they 

are aiming for. In the second year, we believe that they should look to sell 250 coats. Based on 

how sales are going, they could potentially drop the price to around $100 if they needed to. The 

reasoning behind this is because it’s easier to start the price high and drop it lower if it is needed. 

In the third year, we believe that Companion Coats will be able to have an attainable goal of 

selling 500 coats. This is because the company will have started to make a reputable name for 

themselves and started to get a following. Additionally, we believe if they implement a line of 

matching accessories that these should be priced lower than the coats. This way, if customers can 

not afford the coat, they could buy a leather collar or leash for their dog. On top of that, 

Companion Coats should offer combo deals. For example, a coat and a leash might be $150, as 

opposed to a total of $170 if they were bought separately.  

8.3 Place 
 

 

 

 Get sales started online 

 Display coats in local pet  

Stores, boutiques, hospitals, 

Groomers, etc  

 Start with Cape Cod and  

Nashua, NH  

For the first year it is recommended that an official website for Companion Coats is 

created that allows reviews to be made to create buzz and consumer awareness about the quality. 

Some ideas for website designs include allowing customers to download pictures of their dogs 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
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 Hire someone (young 20’s) to 

update social media 

o Intern (keep costs 

low/incentive) 

 Increase use of Facebook 

 Promote through Twitter 

 

 Advertise using Facebook (create 

your own ad) 

 Promote through Instagram and 

Pinterest 

 Continue using social media 

 Newspaper Ad 

wearing the product they bought from Companion Coats onto the website (see Appendix 11.13). 

This will help to encourage consumer awareness and validate how the product looks on their dog 

to other consumers who are interested. The website should be personalized for the consumer and 

have clear and efficient customization options, such as having a section on the website saying 

“customize here” or “shop by color.” Also, the website needs to have links to other social media 

sites such as Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter, Tumblr and Instagram that allow the website to be 

shared on alternate social media sites. Another recommendation for year one is to start 

displaying the coats in local boutiques, veterinarian hospitals, groomers, kennels, etc. and utilize 

the QR code idea to help direct people to the website. Using the QR code method will allow 

people to easily access the website from their phones. Some channels that Companion Coats can 

be potentially displayed at is a couple boutiques in Cape Cod called “Chatham Beach Dog” and 

“The Cape Cod Dog.” These boutiques are in areas of the cape where there is a large majority of 

elderly people in the area and have an income of 75K+. Also, The Nashua Animal Hospital in 

Nashua, NH is a potential local channel because they sell boutique custom clothing (could also 

be competition) and offers puppy training and pet first aid courses. Therefore, there are many 

opportunities for dog owners to see the displayed custom leather harnesses. During the second 

year, Companion Coats can expand by being displayed in boutiques in Southern Maine, and 

promote the idea of being “American made.” In Maine, consumers love the fact that products are 

locally made, and attract customers through branding the product by stating it’s locally made. 

During the third year, once the company’s sales begin to flourish and the company begins to 

progress into the growth phase of the product life cycle, Companion Coats can potentially be 

displayed at boutiques in Boston. It may be more difficult to get awareness from inner city 

boutiques, however, once the product begins selling, it is important to display products in 

wealthy areas to reach all of the product’s target market. Massachusetts’s state dig is the Boston 

Terrier, therefore Companion Coats could display a coat sized for Boston Terriers and use it as a 

promotional tactic. There is also the possibility that the coats could be sold in some boutiques if 

the displays are getting attention in that area. 10% profit could be offered to the boutique in order 

to sell the coats in their store (see Appendix 11.11) .  

8.4 Promotion  
 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 

   

It is recommended during the first year of the implementation plan for promotion that Mr. 

Mill hires a young adult in their 20’s to intern and update Companion Coat’s consumer 

awareness. By hiring an intern it will help with time management, keep costs low and give 

incentive to the intern. Also during the first year, it is recommended to increase the use of 

Facebook by updating the page more often and personalizing the page to connect and create a 

relationship with consumers. Promoting through Twitter is also suggested because Twitter is an 
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extremely interactive website that creates a lot of buzz and communication between users. If the 

quality of Companion Coats is promoted through Twitter, the target market will be informed 

fairly quickly if they utilize social media. During the second year of promotion, Companion 

Coats should advertise through Facebook by creating an ad that consumers can click on to find 

out more information and be directed to the website. Every time a consumer clicks on the ad, the 

company is charged. The more the company offers per click, the more often the ad shows up on 

user’s newsfeeds. It is more costly than other methods, therefore the company should begin 

implementing this option once the business starts receiving sales and has informed customers 

(See Appendix 11.12). Another way of promotion during the second year is to promote through 

Instagram and Pinterest. The reason for promoting with these social media sights the second year 

is that they both require pictures. Once Companion coats begins making more sales, more 

designs will be crafted and customized. Once a collection of pictures and designs have been 

gathered, they can be posted on social media sites that use pictures to promote trends such as 

custom leather dog coats. Another very important implementation strategy for the second year 

will be to create an app. This way, customers will always be able to stay connected to the 

website. Additionally, this will keep Companion Coats on the same playing field as the 

competition. Finally, on third year of implementation, Companion Coats should continuously be 

updating social media to stay connected with customers and making sure they are satisfied with 

their customized product. Also, considering it is the most expensive method, Companion Coats 

can put an ad in a local newspaper such as “The Lowell Sun.” Even though the older generation 

is increasingly starting to read the news online, many people still enjoy reading a newspaper, 

especially since it is a conventional way of being informed. Considering the majority of the 

elderly still read newspapers, it’s important to inform that target market since the coats can only 

be purchased online.   
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11.2 Pie Chart of Sales in Pet Industry   
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11.3 Demand of Pet Industry  
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11.4 Industry Trend: Total Sales in Pet Industry (1994-2014)  
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11.5 Region break down of where people who own dogs between 10-20lbs live  
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11.6 Percentage of Older Population in Massachusetts  
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11.7 Example of Product  
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11.8 Example of Product logo  
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11.9 New-Hampshire Made Website  
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11.10 Current Facebook Page  
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11.11 Map of locations where Companion Coats should display products  

 

 
(Southern Maine, Nashua NH, Cape Cod)  
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11.12 Ways to Promote Company  
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11.13 Website Design Examples 
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